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SHORT CURRICULUM VITAE 

 

Christina Tsirangelou is an architect and recent partner at the architectural practice of Urban 
Soul Project, began in January of 2021, leading the newborn team of “Large Scale projects”.  

She studied architecture at the faculty of Aristotles University of Thessaloniki, finishing her 
studies in 2008, with excellence. She took part of her studies at the Technishe Univestitat 
Wien, in Vienna, in 2002, where she also took her first work baptism, and created her own 
personal architectural practice, 157+173 designers, from 2009 to 2019.  

Before that she worked for well established architectural offices in her local environment: 
G.P.Triantafillidis & SParch architects, in big scale public, private projects and architectural 
competitions. After that, 2019-2021, she co-operated and worked on a permanent basis with 
the architectural firm Bogdanos Architecture, executed studies of interior design projects of 
large scale and studies of building complexes.  

She completed, in a sense, “a master” in product design, being specialised in Lighting 
design, through her professional experience and undertaken projects, as she extended her 
architectural professional activity with international commerce and production activity for her 
firm, in origins such as Switzerland, France, USA & Japan, as also taking part in 
international design and commerce fairs (DMY Berlin, China’s Canton Fair, Now!Le_off, 
London Design Fair). 

She has been a tutor in AKTO+Middlesex Univestity, as an assistant tutor (BA Interior 
Architecture).  

She has participated in numerous group design exhibitions and presented her work in 
international conferences, while her work has been presented in numerous media, both 
locally and internationally (Archisearch, Κτίριο, New York Times, Frame, Designboom, 
Yatzer, Kirsten Dirksten, Remodelista, Divisare).  

She focuses her interest in the sense of motion that creates the design from the very small 
scale of detailing to the big scale of a building and the infusion between them. 

 
 
www.157-173designers.eu (founder 2009-2019) 
www.usp.gr (partner 2021-now)  
 
 
 
 
 


